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RIASSUNTO ; INFLUSSO DI UN GRADIENTE DELLA TEMPERATURA

FINITO SULLE OSCILLAZIONI STIMOLATE TERMICAMENTE

Variazioni di temperatura lungo l'asse di un tubo riempito di

gas possono provocare oscillazioni termoacustiche; queste possono

a loro volta influenzare la distribuzione di temperatura. Finora

questi fenomeni erano stati analizzati supponendo un 'salto' tra

due segmenti di temperatura costante lungo il tubo. Nel presente

lavoro viene studiato il caso in cui la temperatura alla parete

varia in modo continuo, seguendo certe forme date, che uniscono

la parte fredda alla calda.

Per risolvere l'equazione differenziale fondamentale del proble¬

ma (che descrive la pressione acustica), viene presentata una pro¬

cedura ad approssimazioni successive. La prima approssimazione è

ottenuta considerando che il cambiamento di temperatura si veri¬

fica all'interno di un breve segmento (la zona di transizione),

la cui lunghezza à caratterizzata dal parametro 6. Questo metodo

efficace produce una serie in 6 come soluzione, che determina

l'equazione esatta per la frequenza di risonanza nel caso non vi¬

scoso. Nel caso generale, i termini successivi della serie sono

calcolati numericamente.

Il risultato principale dell'analisi è la determinazione del

limite di stabilità per l'insorgere di oscillazioni termoacustiche

spontanee. Questo limite dipende dalla distribuzione della tempe¬

ratura lungo il tubo e dal parametro £o# che è il rapporto dello

spessore dello strato limite di Stokes sul raggio del tubo.

Curve di stabilità sono state calcolate per alcune forme della

temperatura e diverse larghezze della zona di transizione a par¬

tire da una teoria di second1ordine in e0• Esse mostrano che il

rapporto critico delle temperature, a
,
aumenta chiaramente con

l'aumentare della larghezza della zona di transizione, 6, soltanto

per le configurazioni con valori di <5 molto grandi. Tuttavia, len¬

ti mutamenti di temperatura hanno un influsso più forte sul valore

della frequenza.

Con le distribuzioni di pressione sono calcolate la velocità

longitudinale e infine il flusso di energia all'interno del tubo.



Quest'ultima grandezza, di second'ordine, diminuisce rapidamente

all'abbassarsi del gradiente della temperatura, rimanendo quasi

costante in presenza di distribuzioni molto estese.



ABSTRACT : INFLUENCE OF FINITE TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS

ON THERMALLY-DRIVEN ACOUSTIC OSCILLATIONS

Temperature variations along the axis of a gas-filled tube

can cause thermoacoustic oscillations; these in turn can influ-

ence the temperature distribution. Up to now these phenomena

were treated assuming a jump between two segments of Constant tem¬

perature along the tube. Here the case is investigated, in which

the wall temperature varies continuously for certain given shapes,

which connect the hot and cold parts.

To solve the problem's fundamental differential equation for

the acoustic pressure, a procedure of successive approximations

is introduced. The first approximation is obtained under the as-

sumption that the temperature change is restricted to a short re-

gion (the transition region), whose length is characterized by a

parameter <$. This powerful approach yields a complete series solu¬

tion in 6; it leads to an exact equation for the resonance fre¬

quency in the inviscid limit. In the general case, the successive

terms are determined numerically.

The main result of the analysis is a determination of the sta-

bility limit for the occurrence of spontaneous thermoacoustic os-

cillations. This limit depends on the temperature distribution

along the tube and on a parameter e0, which is a ratio of the Sto-

kes boundary layer thickness to the tube radius. Stability curves

were determined for several temperature shapes and different tran¬

sition region widths from a second-order theory in e0. They show

that the criticai temperature ratio a increases noticeably with

the width & of the transition region only for very large ó-values.

Flattened temperature profiles however, do have a stronger influ-

ence on the value of the frequency. The pressure distributions are

used to calculate the axial velocity and finally the cross-sectio-

nal energy flux. This second-oder quantity decreases strongly when

the temperature gradient is flattened and it levels off only for

very extended distributions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. OVERVIEW

In presence of strong temperature gradients, spontaneous fluid

oscillations of the acoustical kind have been observed in several

different configurations.

Standing oscillations in tubes, whose closed end was hotter

than the other, open end, had been reported by several authors

before Lord Rayleigh included a description of such phenomena in

his "Theory of Sound" (overviews can be found in Rott, Zouzoulas

(1976) and Rott (1976)). Similar oscillations were again reported

by Taconis, at the end of the 1940s. Both Taconis, who had come

across these effects during cryogenic studies of helium, and

Rayleigh, who had observed 'singing1 tubes in the hands of glass

blowers, gave general, qualitative explanation of the phenomena.

Following Taconis1 experience, Kramers (1949) attempted the formu-

lation of a stability theory, i.e. the calculation, for a given

geometrical configuration, of the minimal value of the ratio of

the hot to the cold temperature needed for the occurence of oscil¬

lations. He worked with the linearized set of equations, assuming

that the boundary layer was thin throughout. This theory, applied

to the prediction of helium oscillations, yielded results which

were far from agreement with observational data.

Rott (1969) attacked again the problem with a linear theory,

using the 'long' tube assumption but without imposing any restric-

tion on the extent of the boundary layer. He reduced the system

to an ordinary differential equation in the acoustic pressure

and solved the problem for a discontinuous temperature distribu-

tion along the tube: a shape obtained by joining two plateaus of

Constant temperature. He then proceeded to show that a first-order

theory of the kind used by Kramers (and which now was obtained ex-

panding the general solution around a boundary layer pararneter)

could be extended to give results of the correct order of magni-

tude. The need for this extended theory was explained as the con-

sequence of the value that a factor (which Rott proposed be called
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Kramers' Constant) assumes if helium is the working gas. In this

case the Kramers * Constant approaches zero and pushes the asymp-

tote of the predictions for the temperature ratio toward infinity.

In a further paper, Rott (1973) reported results of stability

computations executed for helium-filled straight tubes, again

using the discontinuous temperature distribution. In 1975, he in-

troduced the calculation of the time-averaged, axial energy flux.

Thus far quantitative results had been obtained only for tu¬

bes of Constant cross-section and with a piecewise Constant tempe¬

rature; analytical methods were available for very general cases.

Zouzoulas (1975) investigated the stability conditions for tu¬

bes with step-wise variable cross-sections, again using segments

with Constant temperature. He obtained interesting results in the

search for 'optimal' configurations, i.e. giving rise to oscil-

lations even in the presence of comparatively small temperature

ratios.

A strong limitation in ali the theories listed above is their

inability to analyze cases with temperature distributions exhibi-

ting finite gradients. The present work introduces an iterative

procedure of solving the cruciai differential equation for the

acoustic pressure. This procedure, once the correct initial steps

of the iteration had been identified, led to formai, general solu-

tions in which the effect of the geometry of the temperature di¬

stribution is fully accounted for.

With this formai solution at our disposai, we could set up a

general stability theory, in which no restrictions are imposed on

the temperature gradient. Its steepness can thus be varied and

the consequences of this variation on the oscillation's form can

be studied. Moreover, the velocity and energy flux distributions

can now be calculated; for an infinite temperature gradient, these

quantities could only be estimated.

The functional coefficients appearing in the solution must be,

for the general case, determined numerically. This necessity has

led to the construction of a system of programs, which evaluates

these functions, solves the (real) transcendental frequency and
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stability equations, and computes the distributions of the diffe-

rent quantities of interest.

The present work is divided in two parts. Pollowing a recali

of the fundamentals of the problem, two chapters are dedicated to

the discussion of the inviscid problem, i.e. the asymptotic prob¬

lem found by letting the viscosity parameter towards zero. In the

second part, consisting of chapters 4 through 6, the viscosity

effects are reintroduced.

In Chapter 2, closed-form solutions to the differential equa-

tion for the acoustic pressure are reviewed. They can be found

for the inviscid problem only if the temperature distribution is

described by elementary analytical functions.

Chapter 3 introduces the new general formai solution, as de-

veloped for a transition region, i.e. that part of the tube in

which the change in temperature occurs. Convergence analyses for

the solution and results of frequency computations are included.

The second part is opened by Chapter 4, in which the scope of

the solving procedure is extended to a tube, for the case of un-

restricted and finite viscosity influence.

The fundamental differential equation for the acoustic pressu¬

re is not restricted to thermally-driven acoustic oscillations,

but can be applied to the description of general, small-amplitude

(linear) oscillations in 'long1 tubes with a longitudinally vary-

ing temperature distribution. The generalized application of the

solving procedure is exemplified using the case of piston-driven

linear oscillations; other, inhomogeneous boundary conditions are

also briefly discussed in Chapter 4.

In the successive Chapter the specialization to a transition

region, continued at both its extremities by segments of Constant

temperature, and to 'small' viscosity effects is reintroduced.

Formai solutions up to the second order in e are presented; the

stability theory and its results are then discussed.

Chapter 6 describes the essentials of the computing system of

programs, which implements the theory of Chapters 3 and 6. The

relations needed to find the energy flux are recalled, and results

for the stability computations, together with the pressure, velo-

city and energy flux distributions are reported.
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1.2. SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

a) Si^Eiì^Y^BS-M^H^EÌi^G!!

It has been shown (Rott, 1969; hereafter referred to as I)

that the linearized system describing oscillations in a tube with

temperature varying along its axis can be reduced to an ordinary

differential equation for the acoustic pressure. The basic system

of equations is obtained making use of the 'long' tube assumption

and of some other simplifications that will be summarized below.

Laminar motion is assumed throughout.

The 'long-tube' theory neglects the radiai variations of the

following quantities:

acoustic pressure p,

average temperature T
,

viscosity (which is considered as dependant of the average

temperature alone).

Furthermore, axial heat conduction and friction due to axial

gradients are also neglected. The average pressure stays Constant.

The fluid is a calorically perfect gas, i.e. it is an ideal

gas with Constant specific heats. (The assumption of an ideal gas

may be questioned for the case that the fluid is supercritical he-

lium - see Daney et al., 1977)

Finally, while the Prandtl number a is also supposed to be

Constant, a viscosity-temperature power law is used, of the form:

oc
-t-

p

and the wall temperature is stationary.

The variables of state are given in the usuai way when small

perturbations are assumed:
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while the axial and the radiai components of the velocity are:

" * «< (.*,*-) • exp.(icofc)

From here on we will omit the subscript 1 and by writing, e.g.

p ,
the linear term for the acoustic pressure will be meant.

In I, Rott arrived at the differential equation:

2
, ,

where:a =

yr0t_(x) : locai velocity of sound;

co : circular frequency of the fundamental mode;

ij- 5 J dXnt

Tm. dx

(1.1)

J being the Bessel function of the first kind, of order n

and r, = r [ÌS1]1/2
O O V

The equation may be rearranged in the form:

and eventually decomposed in the equivalent system:

1
Q dx

ftl dx
(1.2)

where 6 » oE = £ 4 + (fr-0 6,*] -e*P- ( J I2- <**)

and ^= ^/^
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e) Continuiti Conditions at_the_Joinin^_Points

In I the problem was approached by taking two Constant-tempe¬

rature plateaus (with Tm
,

for cold, and respectively Tm
,

for

normal temperature) and formulating satisfactory continuity con¬

ditions at the joining point. Examination of the equivalent system

(1.2), as discussed in detail there, allowed Rott to set for the

joining conditions:

p- c«-0 = p- (e + o)

Y (e-o) = Y («*0

1 being the position along the tube axis where the jump from

Tm to Tm occurs.
e n

Now, the aim of the present work is the development of an

approximate solution - at least - for a continuous temperature

profile. Thus, it appears that every variable will be continuous

and could be used to formulate a joining condition.

Nothing has been said, however, about possibel discontinui-

ties (in particular at the transition region's ends) in the

derivatives of the temperature distribution. Accordingly, the

use of continuity conditions for p and ijj at the jonctions is

stili indicated.

d) Definitions

First, we define a transition region, namely that part of

the tube along which the temperature Tm has a non-zero deri¬

vative. The transition region starts a x = 1 (as measured from

the open end) and ends at x = 1_. The total tube length, up to

the closed end, is L.
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Following non-dimensional parameters are used:

;x •=.
*o- "2. hot-to-cold segment length ratio;

e,

J" __ 61-6< relative transition width;

CX s.
Trra temperature ratio, at the stability

t limit if not otherwise indicated;
1 ivin

'X =
°° P« frequency eigenvalue;

Oc

\> eoo
'

relative thickness of the Stokes

boundary layer.
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They also appear in their derived forms:

fc* 3 o>C*-Q
m /xcEx/^T

Rott (1972), discussing continuous temperature profiles, in-

troduced as reference length the distance to the inflection point

of the temperature profile, 1
.
He also used a steepness parameter

S
,
based on the maximum of the temperature shape"s derivative:

If the shape is symmetric around 1
,
we have:

Furthermore, if simple temperature shapes are considered (e.g.

linear, sinusoidal or polynomial), it can be shown that S is a ra-

tional function of 6 of the kind:

£ = ft (<5 + 2.)/<S

the factor k being determined by the shape; e.g. for a linear

shape, k = if while for a sinusoidal one, k = tt/2.

Another possible parameter for the transition region's width

is its percentile value:
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For the special case defined by i) a linear temperature shape

and ii) £ = 1, we find the simple relation:

A = A/ g

The shape functions are the relative expression describing the

three quantities of interest in the transition region, i.e.:

the average temperature X s T^/T^ (tau),

the acoustic pressure .tj = |t / tv* (greek y) ,

the flux function ^f s Ip / \f4 (phi) .

The left suffix 1 indicates the order in e = e(Tm ) of the
o e

corresponding function. The quantity with the suffix omitted is,

in part B, the sum of the shape function's expansion:

Cf 5 tf + # 6o + »? £• + ...

or, in part A, the shape function of order zero:

The reference values have been chosen to normalize ali shape

functions to 1 at their left-hand boundary, at least for the

zeroth-order.

The shape functions are expressed over the relative indepen-

dant variable

£ s JLlJì = (x-eO/(«tt«) (greek z)

It is seen that, inside the transition region, z, varies between

0 and 1.

The choice of p, = p (1-, ) is made in such a way that:

-u (x = e<) = i
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while the reference for the function tJj is dependant on P-, :
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2. CLOSED-FORM SOLUTIONS FOR SIMPLE, SPECIAL TEMPERATURE

SHAPES

2.1. THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE INVISCID CASE

The equations for the inviscid case ( v = 0.) are obtained

by taking e =0. Then:

«,-§."- ••

and the differential equation (1.1) becomes

i"- * £<££>- ° <2-1»

A possible dimensionless forni in the transition region, using

the reference pressure P-, = P ( 1-, ) ,
is

where:
c L * *<<> / «-e

(2#3)

t and U being the shape functions for the average temperature

and the acoustic pressure, respectively, as defined in Chapter 1

2.2. SOLUTIONS FOR SPECIAL CHOICES OF T ( S )

a) EiS2S^ì5®_c22S!È5Dt_??rnE§ratHr®2

The average temperature is assumed Constant inside the cold

segment and inside the hot segment:

t « A
,

0 £ x < QA

t = * e, * x * &
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Differential equation (2.1) has then general solutions of the

kind:

<0 a R. 8-òc (/\cx) -4-
B> . COS» (Ac X )

In the constant-temperature segments outside the transition

region, we find for the shape of the acoustic pressure:

Ve = Siuu (ftcX/M/ ««*» C^c) ,
0 4 X < &,

«u^ = ti c«f^cft-xVCis.-^/cwCM, «i^a

if ir denotes the relative pressure at the end of the transition

region.

The simplest possible temperature shape, a linear transition,

is given by

"Tette - * + (o<-0^

and corresponding form of differential equation (2.2) is

A*«U
+ («--!) * +

«* d\>
=

as
' ,fcu

"às*
~

°

The following linear transformation -w- s ^-"c ) M + Cx-'O^J
leads to the Bessel differential equation:

cUl cLc'

The general solution is

where: d< s iAc/(«-0

Y : Neuman's Bessel function of order zero,

o
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Even for moderately large transition regions and moderately

small values of a , d, will be small. For d. <<1 then, conside-

ring only terms linear in d,
,
we find:

D at Jo(cL,Jv:)[ A +-B.u.(d,RT)] +
0 U«t)

We have normalized y to be 1 at the transition region's left-hand

boundary: thus we may neglect the terms in d2 if the transition

region is sufficiently short. Inspection of the Bessel function's

expansion leads to:

<u a R + B . Qn. C^KT)
, d, « 4.

An especially simple differential equation is obtained if we

set for the temperature:

Indeed, differential equation (2.2) becomes then

and this form may be changed, through the transformation

to Euler's differential equation

whose caracteristic equation possesses the roots:
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The general solution is expressed again as a function of r,

For this configuration too, we want to find a simplified form

in the approximation for a short transition region. Then:

«C- (j^-)1 « *

Accordingly, we can write for the roots p, q

and the solution could be expressed as:

-d* fl[<+(P-4)S] + B/[< + (|«-4)à]

The linear temperature shape was the simplest possibility to

approximate a temperature distribution with a finite gradient. The

next step in complexity has been the introduction of a varying

gradient, as shown in Section 2.2c; but in this last configuration

the gradient continuously increases. Obviously, we want to look

for a shape, which allows for the levelling-off of T towards the

hot plateau, e.g.

t « K - («.4)0-5)*

This shape originates the following differential equation:
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It can be shown that this is a hypergeometrical differential

equation of the special form

i(t-0 Ql + (zb.O aw
_
_aL 0 . o

cLt dr « - 4

where <-5sit3 jT.+(cj_p,)t ,

p, q being the roots of the equation:

(*-iKl-cx = o _^ ^ q m t J «
'

thus : u. » -^77 [ A - 2-t]

Comparison with the corresponding general form yields the

following identities and equations (Abramowitz, Stegun, 1972)

C s H

cc+ £ + 4 =2. ->• P - <» _ a.

and we determine a to be

cl « [ A ± -/ 4 + UAt /G*-0']A-

As this parameter is obtained from the solution of a quadratic

equation, two values are found: but, thanks to the relationship

between a and b
,
the pair (a, ,

b, ) is identical with

(b„ ,
a ) . A doublé solution is found.

Hypergeometrical functions possess three regular singular

points: for the present case the locations of these points are:

1) tw . 0 : £w . 4
_ |u » 4

- ^ < 0 ; |£j « ^

2) tW -4 i £fl) = A - <\ = 4 + ^gT > 0 ; .Ofcci - -I

3) t(2) a CO : ^ - CO
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To determine a complete solution over the whole transition

region, two general solutions are needed: the first one around

the singular point X,,
. (for the part near the cold side) ,

the

second one near the singular point C,,. (for the part toward the

hot side).

Before we write down the solution, we may remark that the

hypergeometrical function in this particular form leads to Le-

gendre Polynomials, i.e.:

are:

F ( a, 4 _ cl j A ; x ) » P
^

( \ _ ìx)

The solutions in the neighborhood of the first singular point

vm « F" (a(i.an; b)

where:

YCaJ » r'(a)/r(a)

while in the neighborhood of the second singular point, we find

a doublé solution

vc«>i - Hot - F U,<-ai<;<-k)
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For small transition regions, i.e. when d4» S2~ùsl «H, cu

approaches 1, and the two solutions become

<X-4

^(o) = F (a,<-cx;4; b) [ A 4 B.^Ct)]

o,
«>

S C F (a,*-a.;4;4-b)

and a- J + A*/(«--•)



0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55

RELATIVE TUBE'S AXIAL COORDINATE x/L

Fig. 2»1. Inviscid pressure form for the different

temperature distributions
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3. THE GENERAL, ITERATIVE SOLUTION

3.1- THE RECURSIVELY-DERIVED, COMPLETE SOLUTION

In the preceding chapter analytical solutions for the invis-

cid case have been presented that can be found for a few special

shapes of T
. We will now show that a general solution indeed

exists, in form of a convergent power series in the frequency

eigenvalue, whose coefficients are functions determined by the

shape of T alone,
m

This solution in the transition region is obtained refining

a rough approximation by iteration. This approximation is found

by applying to the differential equation an 'appropriate' simpli-

fication, assuming a short transition region ( A<< 1); the itera¬

tion is suggested by the equivalent system (1.2), which, for

e = 0, becomes:

1
cU

Ui dtx (3.1)

For the appropriate simplification, ^ =const. was chosen ini-

tially (this condition is equivalent to setting d, = 0 in the ana¬

lytical solutions of the preceding chapter). Physically, p =const.

is a much better approximation, except if the transition region is

very wide or if it is located very near to the cold end of the

tube; accordingly this starting condition will be used here. In

any case, both these starting conditions lead eventually to the

same formai series for the solution.

It will appear that this solving procedure is really powerful.

The restriction A << 1 is indeed unnecessary and, for practical

cases (e.g. A = 1/3), a 'high number' of terms means that some

six addends are needed. Furthermore, in Chapter 4 this same pro¬

cedure will be applied to the differential equation for the whole-

length tube's boundary conditions and it will be shown that for

simple forms the exact solutions are reproduced.
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The solution for the acoustic pressure in the transition re¬

gion, as discussed here, has to be fitted together with the known

solutions for those parts of the tube along which the temperature

is Constant (the cold, resp. warm, region), given in Section 2.2.a,

As the problem is linear, ali these solutions are known only up

to a multiplicative Constant.

This Constant is now fixed by normalization, providing at the

same time the boundary condition at the transition region's be-

ginning.

The reference pressure p E p (1 ) gives:

•u (£-o) s A.

Accordingly, the Constant of normalization for the other seg-

ment with Constant temperature takes the value of u at £ = 1.

The reference quantity for \\> :

V< m p-,e< cobCM/ftc

follows from the corresponding solution in the cold part of the

tube and from the normalization choice:

V (5-o) « A

The joining condition for cf> on the other end of the transition

region, i.e. at £ = 1, will be used later to derive a frequency

equation.

The non-dimensional form of the system (3.1) is finally writ-

ten as:

***"«*
(3.ia)

y>
bau, (fte) y dLu
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In the iterative solving procedure we shall make use of the

corresponding integrai forni:

(3.1b)

Remembering that, due to the normalization, we have:

U(0) » Y>(0)= 4 (3.2)

we use the relations (3.2) to determine the constants of integra¬

tion e, and c_
.
Once these constants are substituted in (3.1b),

the functions may expressed using definite integrals, as:

S

e (3.le)

V s 4 + SKcot (ftt)J ?Ì£
o T

We now proceed to the starting approximation. We assume that

the pressure remains Constant over the whole transition length;

then, taking the left-hand boundary condition

<D(0) = 4. » A

we find from (3.le)

P(0)= A
_ ^cbo^CXc).S

As we continue towards the first approximation, <j)^°^is fed

back into the second equation of (3.le) and we obtain:

which we choose to write as

*w» 4 * £S\. cottfO. {.($) _ (<&«)•{,(*)
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Correspondingly, <j> becomes:

e

o o

This last expression for § can again be substituted in (3.le)

to yield a second approximation, and so on.

The iterative process leads eventually to infinite series of

the kind:

We write these expansions in the form:

» • lft+<) (3.3)

where the notations f
,

F are used according to the definitions:

gfcfc)«jF *
; F,fe). Iàd5 (3.4)

o u o

ginators being: 6» 3 ] ^ ] £« s J ^ t?

It is seen in (3.3) that each term in the sums includes two

consecutive orders in the expansion parameter (SA ). Each quar-

tet of functions sharing the same value of the index j can be said

to constitute a "generation1 of expansion functions: in this way,

among other things, we avoid speaking of j-th-order terms, refer-

ring here to the expansions in 6
.

The relations (3.3) also give in essence the way the shape

functions u
, <{> are

* assemblea '

by the programs implementing the

solution. At each step, the correction due to a full generation is

added, not just a term in ( ó A ) .
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Both sums in the solution for the shape functions are applied

to series with alternating signs: thus they certainly converge

for (óX ) <_ 1 over the whole domain 0 £ ? £ 1.

Finally, a look at the definitions for the originator func¬

tions f ( C ) , f (? ) f
leads to the useful relation:

fcfc) - £.£») - F°^ (3.5)

In the next Section, it will be shown that the sums in the Solu¬

tions converge very rapidly. As a consequence, few generations are

normally needed to attain a good precision and the significance of

the very first functions is accordingly enhanced. As the integrands

for f
, f can be given explicitly, these important functions can

be computed with high precision and used to determine F0( c)from

(3.5). F^( ?) will then be obtained by the quadrature of f .

To investigate the effect of a continuous temperature distri-

bution and the influences of different gradients and shapes, three

forms for t have been used in the THACOS programs. These are three

simple, analytical functions:

the linear distribution,

the sinusoidal shape, that offers a continuous first deriva¬

tive through the joining points,

rcoiS sLt±[4
_

«=i
. co*0rr5)]

2. fc
sx + 4 J

a polynomial shape, ensuring the continuity at the transition

region's boundaries up to the third derivative:
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Fig. 3.1 illustrates the different cases, in values and sha-

pes, for the leading expansion functions f ( t, )and F ( r,) ,
follow-

ing from the different temperature distributions given above. Plots

of f2( e;)have also been included, and the rapid decrease from one

generation to the next can be remarked; functions from the higher

generations cannot be distinguished from the horizontal axis, for

the scale used in this representation.
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Axial Coordinate f

Fig. 3.1: The leading expansion functions for different

temperature shapes. Of is in ali cases equal 24.
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3.2. CONVERGENCE CONSIDERATIONS

The general convergence of the series solution needs not to

be exposed in detail here, as the solving procedure results final-

ly to be an application of the iteration method given by Picard

(see e.g. Kamke, 1942). On this method is based a proof of the

existence of solutions, describing an initial value problem; the

convergence of the successive approximations obtained by Picard's

iteration is demonstrated, subject to very general conditions,

which are satisfied in the present case.

The question remains to be discussed of the rate of conver¬

gence. We shall show here that the convergence is at least linear.

The solution is given in the form of a power series in (6À ),

whose coefficients are functions of £ . A sum including the first

n terms is given, for the pressure shape u
, by:

«i-i

.«o - <
+ E [éoW* [^of^-PA.)^)]} + *~

An upper bound for the rest term is given by the next term:

Zn*-4
r \ 1

IR./ < GWO [ «tCU k&)-0*0 C^MJ

or: |R»| < («O cotCftc) (^ (a)

The increase in precision due to the consideration of the

next term may be expressed by the ratio:

i«u (ja

By applications of the recursive definition (3.4) for the ex-

pansion functions, we estimate the ratio of the functions from two

successive generations:
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From (3.4), it is seen that, with the only exception n = 0,

f~ (and thus g ) are concave functions; accordingly we write:

2

and finally, taking _£_ <_ I/a (valid for ali shapes of interest) ,

T

U<> ì •
T z «z *«

The relation for the increase in precision becomes:

1(2*1 **

showing that the solution exhibits a linear convergence for n > 1.

It may be appropriate to remind here that the temperature

ratio, at the neutral stability limit (Rott, 1973), is never less

than 6, even for the 'optimal' configuration defined by C =1,

6=0.

It is also known that the frequency of these oscillations is

near to the 'cold' frequency:

CO W COe =. 3L.JÌ2.

For the expansion parameter, this would lead to:

If the temperature distribution occupies a significant part

of the tube's length, then co grows larger (co ^ 2coc,A^l), but

remains limited - as described in Chapter 6.

The trend of the relative error for the shape functions u,

<j>, when they are calculated using an increasing number of gene-

rations, can be inferred from Table 3.1. In this case the tempera¬

ture ratio is moderately large (a = 29) and the transition region,

with a sinusoidal temperature shape, extends over almost 90 % of

the tube. The expansion parameter is thus larger than 1':

(SA ) = 2.1. The relative error appears to indicate a slightly

super-linear convergence.
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Table 3.1: Convergence of the Solutions for the Shape Functions

Number of

generations

0

1

2

3

,(3)

Relative error for

(1)

}u (1)

.685

.071

2.1 10

2.9 10

-3

-5

2. 10
-7

o* (1)

38.9(2)

.678

1.4 10

1.5 10

-2

-4

Notes

(1) : used to compute the solution;

(2) : this large error is due to the smallness of $> (1)

and to the importance of the first correction;

(3) : projected by extrapolation.
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3-3- THE FREQUENCY EQUATION AT NEUTRAL STABILITY

The two boundary conditions that are needed to determine the

solution of (1.1), respectively (2.1) in the inviscid case, are

formulated at x = 0 and x = L. They specify the foriti of the sinu-

soidal solutions in the constant-temperature segments. The inte¬

gration of the differential equation for the transition region

calls for the determination of two more constants; we have chosen

to fix them so assure the continuity of p and (through ^ ) of its

derivative at the left-hand junction.

At the right-hand junction p is made continuous by adjusting

the free multiplicative Constant of the hot-side segment sinu-

soidal solution. In the general, viscous case ^ will be a complex

function: requesting its continuity in x = 1„
,
we equate the two

- formally known - solutions for the transition region and the

hot-side segment. The roots of this (complex) equation are (com¬

plex) values for w
,
whose imaginary parts represent the damping/

amplifying factors.

In the present Section, the strongly simplified case of an

inviscid flow at neutral stability is discussed and the frequency

u is real.

The solution for the warm segment has been given in 2.2.a;

for é we find:

«k« Tì-fib»~(*c). ^(ftJa-x)/(&-ei))/c«(0

where: IT a p.(0/|».CP«) - ^>0O

At the right-hand junction, x = 1_
,
this becomes:

which can also be written as:
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while inside the transition region, the integrai solution is:

*

o

Finally we obtain the exact frequency equation for the in-

viscid case:

rov^cotco = ^iUn^),^) (3.6)

or:

„ ^cobC^^-^ctcwv^Jajd^j.^X^^Jlpii (3.6a)
O O 1/

Substituting the expansions for u , <J> and retaining only

terms up to (óÀ ) ,
we find:

- (SA) [(«*«)£.&) - (tfO^M&M] (3.6b)

The discussion of the numerical results showing the influence

of the steepness and the shape of the temperature distribution on

the frequency is deferred to Chapter 6, where it will be treated

along with the results of the stability theory. In the following

we discuss strongly simplified forms that can be used for parti-

cular configurations.
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3.4. APPROXIMATED FORMS FOR THE FREQUENCY EQUATION

If F is not large, then X will be small, as the ratio a
I n

is supposed large, so that we can assume:

Now, if 6 also is not too large, we can disregard the terms

2 2
of order ( <5A ) and of order (6A £T ) in (3.6b). For this class

e ci

of configurations then, the frequency equation becomes simply

e.fc.t-tt.ì.i
(3.7)

a relation formally identical to equation (69) of I.

5 has been defined in Chapter 1 as L + {
.

It can then be stated that for small transition regions, the

effect of the transition's width on the frequency parameter is

largely undistinguishable from that caused by an extension of the

hot-side segment.

On the other hand, a very large £,- ,
while forcing A to

become small, can keep X of the order 1. Then we may substitute

^ for tan ( ^_.); under the assumption advanced above, i.e. that

<5 is not too large, we neglect ali terms in ( 6 A ) and we are

led to

When the transition region extends over a substantial part of

the tube, say, more than a third, the exact position of the tempe¬

rature shape's inflection point loses some of its significance.

More and more, the solution will be influenced by the r shape,

through the expansion functions and by the value of <5 itself.

Looking beyond (3.7) and (3.8), for the case <S >>1, we find

that ^ must approach zero more rapidly than

C\c oc SE
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Considerations taking into account the boundary condition at

the closed end, for the limit & -*- °°

,
show that at most

"c co ÌSj

For 'intermediate' values of 6
,

i.e. values such that the

expansion parameter ( SA ) is of the order 1, the empirical re¬

lation

-.6S

0\c OC §]f

was used, because analytical approximations did not yield values

which were good enough to be used in starting numerical calcula¬

tions.

Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 compare the results of the exact fre-

quency equation (3.6) and of the approximation (3.7). Furthermore,

the effects of a and S-variations are shown. Values of a have

been chosen that are near those that have been obtained from the

stability calculations reported in Chapter 6. The inflection point

was kept at the middle of the tube ( £ = 1).

It appears that for high values of a
,
the exact and the simpli-

fied results are in excellent agreement. Smaller temperature ra-

tios lead to lower frequencies and to a slower growth of w with

an increasing Wide transition region. This can be easily explained,

as high a -values also cause an increase in the velocity of sound

and, consequently of the circular frequency w
.

Fig. 3.2 data have been obtained using a sinusoidal shape for

the temperature, while Fig. 3.3 has been prepared using computa-

tions based on the polynomial function (see Section 3.1).
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0.96

0.94

0.92

0.90

0.88

0.86

0.85

i 1

400

-

,100

/
2S

6

^^
0.1 0.2

Steepness Parameter y$

3.2: Increase of the frequency due to the spread pf the

transition region. 1>=1
,
sinusoidal temperature shape,

The curve for o< = 00 has been obtained from (3.7).
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a»

ai

o

8

O

li:

0.96

0.94

^ 0.92

0.90

0.68

0.86

0.85

0.1 0.2

Steepness Parameter y$

Pig. 3.3: Increase of the frequency with a widening of the

transition region for a polynomial temperature shape

See also Pig. 3.2.
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3.5. APPLICATIONS

An interesting special configuration is the one which has a

temperature shape described by

t
m A + («_4)£

This is the simplest possible shape for a transition region

and it offers a stepping stone for comparisons with the 'jump1

shape and with more refined ones (e.g. shapes described by func-

tions with different degrees of continuity in their derivatives)

to establish the respective influences of the maximal gradient and

the shape's smoothness.

Furthermore, for a linear temperature shape, analytical forms

for the expansion functions can be given; it also becomes possible

to discuss (as it will be done in the next Chapter) the solution

obtained from the iterative procedure against the closed-form so¬

lution for the differential equation, as given in 2.2.b.

The expansion functions for the first two generations are

listed in Table 3.2, both as expressions of t alone and of x

and 'Q .

k) 5he_Sinusoidal_Temgerature_Shap_e

More generally, the transition between the two temperature

levels can be modeled by a cosine function:

r «.
*+4 f a

-

*-*
. coi(m^I

If the temperature changes rapidly, over a short distance,

then more accurate representations of its distribution is not

necessarily needed, the results of the calculations being essen-

tially unaffected by these refinements.
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For the sinusoidal shape given above, only f can be found

analytically:

f _ (E{*) •
a/ictcvn. (J5.hvrv(|^))

For stability computations the value at the right-hand boun-

dary of the transition region is of interest:
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Tabler '3.2: Expansion L?unctions Following irom a Linear

Temperature Shape
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4. THE SOLUTION OF THE FULL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

The behaviour of the series solution for the transition re-

gion has been so promising, even for very large values of 6
,

that an obvious question has emerged:

Is the solving procedure applicable directly to the tube as a

whole?

The difficulties that appear when one attempts to treat 90 %-

and wider transitions regions are mainly due to the bad responses

of some parameters to the fact that the reference length 1, is

approaching zero.

If we let

e, ^ fe
,

e, _* o

then £ _^ a,
f

A* -»
0

But the expansion parameter is actually ( óÀ ) and this fac-

tor has a well-defined limit:

**e.SL(et-0 ,^'SA (4 1)

C^e Oc
V '

and this can be adopted as the new frequency parameter.

As for the dimensionless axial coordinate,

ja «s.

x *"

. goes over directly to <£ s. JL

The general formai solution and frequency equation are intro-

duced in this Chapter under consideration of the full viscous

effects. Some of the examples following will be again restricted

to the inviscid case.
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4.1. THE GENERAL SOLUTION

Using the notation introduced in I, the full differential

equation (1.1) can be written as

If we normalize the pressure with p(L) and we substitute the

parameters defined at the beginning of this Chapter, we arrive at;

and to the equivalent system:

f

with H s *7<3

The known boundary conditions are:

<f W « o
,

«o (o) - o

so that we start the integration at x = 0 by setting <{>(o)=<J>
o

The integrai system can finally be written down as:

o

C

-o (£) «
A* | H <f ^

The initial approximations are represented by the boundary

conditions, as it was the case in the preceding Chapter. The first

approximations then result in:

«oM_ «foA^jHìÈ S *.£%.(£)
o f
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and ?W. % [A _ A^G.^.dS} w % {< _

A1 Z0(£)}

Eventually the iterative solving procedure leads to the com¬

plete solution defined by the series:

00

À *
v(«- Y« A*^ (-<) •/\ • lj(£) (4.3)

where ^<£) s $HZ._, ^ ^ s j H «
• T

o TT

za(s) s J ^ e. d£

Convergence for the sums in (4.3) can be investigated along

similar lines as in the previous Chapter.

To obtain the condition for convergence, we simplify the re-

sults of the iteration as follows:

(i) every integrand is approximated by a linear function,

which is always greater than the actual value;

(ii) the division by t is taken into account by dividing the

value of the function at X, =1, i.e. dividing zj (1)

by a
.

This can be summarized by the relation:

*„C£) < (Vi) • *

The terms of the sum for the pressure shape function satisfy

the condition, needed to assure convergence,

fcm. C A** *»(&)) - 0

if A < 2Va'

and it is easy to check that this condition is always satisfied,
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The
zj

functions are strongly related to the first family's

functions (the F~, sequence) of the solution for the inviscid

case, the only difference in their definitions being the appearan-

ce of complex factors in the defining integrals. These complex

functions are of the order 1 (both if the real part is considered,

as it was done implicitely before, or their norms): we therefore

feel that it can be foreseen that their evolution in the higher

generations will follow an analogous course to that of the first-

family functions.

In summary, it can be stated that the solving procedure, intro-

duced in Chapter 3 for the case of small transition regions, is

applicable directly to the full differential equation for the acou-

stic pressure and to the problem formulated over the whole length

of the tube.
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4.2. THE FREQUENCY EQUATION

In analogy with the analysis of the inviscid case inside a

transition region, the boundary conditions for x, =0 have been

incorporated here in the solution in such a way that they are au-

tomatically satisfied.

At the right-hand boundary ? = 1, it is known that:

V>(4) - o

The normalizing condition has also been formulated there:

This last relation determines the Constant <j> : we find:
To

and with this, the normalized pressure shape can be written as:

Z C-tf A '
*(S)

vfe) ~_±^

£>*aS«> (4'4)

6*°

At the same time, the boundary condition for the <f> shape function

leads to the complex frequency equation:

<
_ Zo0)./V 4. Z<(*)A » o

(4>5)

In the simple case in which a value for the ratio a is pre-

scribed, (4.5) is a polynomial equation in the complex variable

2
A

,
with complex coefficients. To solve this kind of problems,

efficient algorithms exist.

On the other hand, if we are looking for the neutral stabili-

ty limit, then we have to put:

tl<m,(A) a 0
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A being always positive. If, for the sake of brevity, we use

the notation

£ = ZoC0 -Z<(i)f\ 4.Zta)A*

then we can suramarize:

(i) Solution of the frequency equation for a prescribed

value of a

Re (A2S) = 1

liti (A2S) =0
°r solve <4'5) directly

(ii) Calculation of a neutral stability configuration
2

'Frequency1 equation : A = l/s

'Stability' equation : Im ( S ) = 0
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4.3. APPLICATIONS

a ) §2ìHtì22_2^„tl3:S_EE2^ìS:S„£2E_!t_^2S§ta2È^S:SEe.^tH-S„^Y?ì

If we consider a constant-temperature case, then the complex

functions H
, G are both constants. Normalizing the temperature

as t = 1, we find for the expansion functions:

zi*
l*

az » IHR.V
5l

etc.

Now the sum appearing in the numerator of (4.4) becomes

è. f is.ì^Vuh'aV.J

By multiplication with a factor A
,
we obtain inside the

bracket the expansion for the sine function. Accordingly, the

shape for the pressure can be written as:

Remembering that we normalized the pressure to 1 at x = L,

it appears the result given above is identical to equation (37)

of I.

The solving procedure has reproduced the exact solution.

Obviously, a boundary condition of the kind p (0) = 1 would

lead to the construction of a cosine function.

k) 5h^_ì2Yì52ì^_EE2èì251_^itìì_S_iiiS®a£_?!§5}E§£5ty£§_§-§E2

For this configuration, the complexity of the expansion func¬

tions (which can be given analytically) grows very rapidly over

the generations and it is no longer possible to check the proce-
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dure's results simply by identification. In particular, the higher-

order z. functions stili contribute to the terms of the series

with lower exponents.

However, inspection of the results shows a very good corre-

spondence between the series and the expansion of the exact solu-

2
tion: only differences of the order (A/( a- 1)) against terms

of the order 1 have appeared as novel in the procedure results.

Furthermore, detailed analysis reveals that A = 1 is not a limit

to the applicability of these results: in this case they are re-

conducted to the series given in 4.3.a.

Thus, for this temperature distribution too, the procedure's

solution accurately approximates the exact solution.

If we suppose that the viscosity effects, as measured by the

Stokes boundary layer parameter e
,
are small and accordingly we

2
neglect ali terms in which the factor e appears; and if we fur-

ther suppose that Kramers1 Constant d is also very small (so that

we can set d = o), then we may express the multiplying functions

as

H = h + ice
;

Q « \

The resulting expansion functions are given in table 4.1.

The pressure shape can then be written as:

The number of functions proliferates very rapidely and the

number of integrations needed soon increases substantially above

the number required for the computation of the z. functions in the

solution of the full, complex differential equation. This rapid

increase in the number of the necessary quadratures is illustrated
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Tabi e 4.1: Simplified Expansion L^inctions for the Case of

Small Viscosity
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by Table 4.2; the calculation of a complex function is counted

twice, because of the need to integrate both the real and the

imaginary part.

It is expected that the functions included in the expansion

for u just given, be equivalent to the ones produced by the de-

composition:

•U = ÓU e0.;o

which is to be discussed in the next Chapter. The formai results

are not strictly identical because of the different boundary con-

ditions and because, in Chapter 5, ali the first-order terms ori-

ginating from zeroth-order functions are lumped together, with the

intent to reduce the number of integrations needed. Nonetheless,

a check taking into account the differences both in boundary con-

ditions and normalization verifies that exactly the same functions

are obtained by the two applications.

Table_4i2: Number of Integrations Needed to Define the

Shape Functions up to the n-th Generation

Number of Number of Integrations Needed for the Solution of

Generations - the full equation - the small viscosity foriti

n increment total increment total excess

<-\ 4 4 4 4 —

2 4 8 6 10 25 %

3 4 12 8 18 50 %

4 4 16 10 28 75 %
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5. PERTURBATION-TYPE SOLUTION FOR SMALL VISCOSITY EFFECTS

The possibility of solving the differential equation for the

acoustic pressure, including the full influence of viscosity, as

applied to the whole tube has been demonstrated in the preceding

Chapter. Now we specialize again to 'short' transition regions and

small viscosity effects.

The traditional method of calculating an inviscid solution and

correcting it through first-order viscosity effects (as in Rott

(1969) and in Merkli (1973)) has the advantage that the influences

of the different physical factors are easily recognized. Actually,

this approach does not seem to introduce excessive restrictions

to the discussion of the problem in the region of interest.

The parameter for the viscosity influence is given by the re¬

lative thickness of the Stokes boundary layer within the cold seg-

ment:

Cai _L*-'a el 0-1)
lo ] ÌCO

e is now assumed to be a small parameter, this being admis-

sible for a wide range of practical applications.

In the next Section we expand the equivalent system and write

down the formai solutions, up to the second order in e
, using

the appropriately expanded boundary conditions. In Section 5.2,

we introduce in detail the first- and the second-order solutions

as they will be needed for the formulation of the stability limit,

discussed in 5.3. Finally, an attempt will be made at estimating

the error introduced in the stability calculations by the use of

a second-order solution.
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5.1. FORMAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE 'SMALL VISCOSITY' PROBLEM

We are looking for a solution of the system:

IL. -±.£t
G **

(5.1)

y « £ .4:
ar cu

The unknown functions P , ip are now expanded, introducing

e as the expansion's parameter and using the reference values

already indicated in Chapter 1. The new shape functions are given

as:

(5.2)

For the G and the h functions, expansions in £ have been

given in I :

r* . a *

j* •* (5.3a)
Q ss 4 - ct.e

_ d . e ...

A. = < - ce + (c-ìc'-c'Je1... (5.3b)
z

The locai boundary layer thickness e ( C ) is related to T

by the power-law relation for the viscosity, which may be ex-

pressed as:

e = e* t s o.T: (5.4)

The expression including h and G in the second equation of

(5.1) has been expanded directly to yield:

i£
. a 4. (x+Oe - **£*... (5.3c)

6
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With X* =r .
I S CX^)(X+ 2L) _

i.(44._L-)\
2 1

v
2. zg"X

-1

The differential equations are rewritten as expressions for

the derivatives

. „* (5.la)

<*5 q t

Substitution of the series (5.3) and (5.2), under considera-

tion of (5.4), into the system (5.la) leads, through order-of-

magnitude comparisons, to the following differential equation sy-

stems:

a) a zeroth-order system, known already from Chapter 3:

b) a system for the first-order correction:

e) a system for the second-order correction:

.•o' . 6\ cob CV> [ ^ + e* +a) ** ? _
yV>]/*

and so on.
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k) ?he_Boundar^_Conditions

For the acoustic pressure, the boundary conditions are:

jtCe*)s p-4
and p-C^a 7Fp.4

tt is a (stili unknown) complex multiplicative Constant,

needed to join the warm-end solution to the transition region's

solution. As a consequence of the choice of p, as the reference

for the pressure, we have:

The left-hand boundary condition (which is a •true' boundary

condition used to determine the Constant of integration in the

solution) is thus decomposed in the different orders as follows:

0-o (0) - K
, „o (o) = to (o) & 0

For the flux function ty the boundary conditions are known

from the solutions formulated inside the Constant-temperature re-

gions:

Vote)- |t«e« gc cobCRc-Xc)/C6c^c)

Expansions for small e and ^
are found in I:

where C = c*ij + e i —
d.
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The reference value is the same as used in Chapter 3:

Finally, the left-hand boundary conditions for <j> in the dif-

ferent orders are obtained:

0<P (0) » A
, <f (o) « _(cV+ A) , Vf (0) = C*

The condition for the continuity of ip at ? =1 will give

the frequency/stability equation.

For the zeroth-order system, we find again:

<f(£) = A
_ £C\£tcvru(V) J.° ^

«

.V (è) m 4 + <Sftc cot (fte) J tf Ìl

(5.5)

while the higher-order systems have the formai integrai solutions;

and

o
"^

o ir -*

» o

(5.6)
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5.2. THE SOLUTIONS

a) The_First-Order_Solution

We derive the expansions describing the first-order correc-

tions by applying the solving procedure to the corresponding sy¬

stem. As usuai, we start with the left-hand boundary condition;

i.e. at 5=0:

(0
;u . o

then: ^ „ _ (Cyc +d) +
<S fcc t<u* (4\t) . d• j V X* d£

We define: ^

o

This function is the generator of an important family of ex-

pansion functions, that will be marked by y and are defined by

following relations:

Yj(5) S S -éi *

Continued application of the procedure leads to the first

approximations:
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with the new family of functions:

Eventually, the solving procedure leads to the infinite se-

ries:

r22_ * *4*

(5.6a)

- £ Mf W^c?rt[(K*4) ,3. _ (cc,c + a.) F, •

+ S\ tc^C^c)d Yj]

b) The Second-Order Solution

With this solution, derived in a fully analogous way as the

first-order one, at least two new families of functions are intro¬

duced. Therefore we extend the notations, already introduced at

the first order:

(i) the expansion functions originating from the integra¬

tion of expressions containing the <j> -shape functions

are designated by "s", those following from expressions

with u -shape functions by "y";

(ii) the right suffix indicates the generation;

(iii) the left suffix indicates the order of the solution

in which the family is introduced:

1sj ( l ) ,
1 = 0, 1, 2

(iv) a family is recursively defined by the relations:
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With this notations, the second-order terms are given by:

^fe)»]T(-<)(cttc) [cot^)[W$KQ*P (*)J+(«0 4. te)}
(5

-ZI HJ(*M [_£(&) + Cc FJS) * $fctta^&«) «Y; (è) J

with the originator functions:

,W, (S) « J [ d *> +
d* ff>X«] **cUS

o
J

o
*

We remind here that the first-order solutions made use of

following originators:
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5.3. THE GENERAL FREQUENCY EQUATION AND THE CONDITION FOR

THE TEMPERATURE RATIO AT THE NEUTRAL STABILITY LIMIT

a) Th^_Freguen^y_Eg^ation

As discussed at the beginning of Section 3.3 the complex fre-

quency ai is found from the condition of the continuity at the

right-hand junction, x = 1„
,
for the flux function ip .

If, for the shape function inside the transition region, we

use an expansion in e including terms up to the second order

only, then this condition is written as:

Substituting the right-hand term with the corresponding ex¬

pansion, we find:

tftt + JPMe. «. &t*)£ . Js^^L.oM j-} (5.8)

H-W^-H*^]* +

In II, Rott outlines the algorithm used to compute the stabi-

lity curves for 6 =0: on the cold side, the expansion was used,

while on the hot side, the exact expression was introduced in the

calculations. Such an approach, yielding high-precision results,

is not applicable in the present theory. The cold side is now ac-

tually a whole transition width away, the coefficients J in-

crease strongly following the rise of the temperature, and the

convergence rate of the left-hand series in the above equations

is substantially lower.
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2

Neglecting the terms in e and introducing the relation:

o - el 0 - l)

equation (5.8) can be decomposed, for the neutral stability case

into a real and an imaginary part, used to determine the frequen¬

cy ( ^ ) and the criticai temperature ratio ( a ).

The equation for the frequency remains the same as for the

inviscid problemi

because the phase of the first-order terms is such, that the terms

containing e in the real part of (5.8) cancel if the stability

equation is satisfied:

&«) =
Sxftcb^gQ. jufc) f jH£L _ («, + d) oc* 1

The relation for the criticai stability ratio may also be ex-

pressed in the following form, if the frequency equation is taken

into account:

o?-
- [£W -

££11 /(cuc + dL) (5.9)

Neither ^
nor a depend of e : the first-order stability

theory yields horizontal stability curves.

c ) Th^_Second-Ord^r_Sta£ility_TheorY

A pure first-order theory, when applied to the case of a sud-

den jump in the temperature distribution, fails in predicting

even the correct order of magnitude for a if the Kramers' Con¬

stant d (see equation (50) in I) approaches zero. In I Rott pro-

posed an extension of the theory which, by taking into account
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the single most significant second-order term, leads to good re¬

sults.

In the hope to save the computing time needed to obtain the

second-order expansion functions, the same approach has been

attempted for the general case of a nonzero <5
,
but it has been

only partially successful.

Inspection of the frequency equation (5.8) shows that, on the

right-hand side, the largest second-order term is:

as we expect a to be large. The usuai considerations on this kind

2
of expansions led to assume that <|> (1) e

,
on the left-hand side

2 o

of the equation, would be negligible because of the smallness of

e . In this way, the second-order shape functions would not be

involved, and the computation time for a stability case would be

reduced by a third.

A stability equation using the simplifications offered above

has been formulated and computations executed. Results from this

model are shown in Fig. 5.1, together with results of a complete

second-order theory and of the numerical integration of the full

differential equation (1.1), reported in II. It can be seen that

the results of the extended, first-order theory are of the correct

order of magnitude. But with increasing ó
,
one remarks (i) a

steep increase of a and (ii) that the trend of the curve thus

obtained is different from the one that can be inferred from the

preceding numerical studies. While our theory"s results run below

the (for numerical considerations) exact values of a for 6=0

as given in II, the a -vs.- <S curve then overtakes the results

of direct numerical integration reported there. This led to the

investigation of the importance of the second-order terms.

2
We found that, even for small viscosity effects ([e | =.0002),

the second-order contribution to the transition-side <J> shape

function can not be neglected. As a consequence, a full, second-

order theory was then implemented.
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The results of calculations using this second-order theory

ran, as expected, below the points obtained from methods which

take into account the viscous effects in their completeness. But,

as Fig. 5.1 shows, if we try to compensate for the truncation

error (see the discussion in Section 5.3.d), then we can achieve

an excellent agreement with the data reported in II. In particu-

lar, the step-by-step integration of the full differential equa-

tion (1.1) and the corrective procedure based on (5.13) agree well

in the range of values of the steepness parameter s ,
in which

the confidence in both methods is high and the comparison especial-

ly significant.

For a second-order theory, the frequency equation is no longer

identical with the inviscid foriti: linear correction terms in e

o

are introduced. However, no second-order expressions appear, be-

2
cause e is purely imaginary. The equation to be solved is now:

"^
(5.10)

The stability equation has been arranged in the implicit form

It could also be written as a second-degree equation in aA

and solved accordingly; this second form would stili contain im¬

plicit functions of a
, through the expansion functions in par-

ticular.

The stability equation is:

***
. [ zel C* .13(0] =

where ali shape functions are evaluated at ? =1.
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.How can the importance of the second-order terms be explained?

In ali the preceding stability theories, the temperature jump bet-

ween two plateaus was used; therefore it was possible to choose for

the left-hand and for the right-hand expressions the expanded forms

which best described the functions for a Constant viscosity in-

fluence.

The present model does not know such a clear-cut situation.

Here, at the transition's end, the temperatures (and the viscosi¬

ty) are the same on both side of this boundary. The growth of the

viscous layer inside the transition region must somehow be taken

into account: and this is done by the shape functions
, cf>, <j>,

which exhibit a steep climb towards £ = 1. The growth of the

boundary layer, within the transition region and for a moderate

value of a, is exemplified in Fig. 5.2.

Just as in the case with a jump, the second-order theory

clearly introduces the viscosity effects on both X and a ; in

particular, the asymptote for very small viscosity follows the

trend :

- */(.* +£>

With the experience gathered with the computation and the ob-

servation of the shape functions, we can attempt to predict their

general charateristics for the orders higher than the second.

Basing on this prediction, we now try to estimate the error intro-

duced in the calculations of the criticai value of a by the trun-

cation of the perturbation series for tj> and V.

The accumulated numerical experience and inspection of the

stability equation lead to the conclusion that the leading term

in this equation (expecially in a is not too large) is given by

the imaginary part of :
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The expression can be rev/ritten, using:

y
as a series for e' = e'a :

n o

In implementing a second-order theory, we do not have the

opportunity to calculate directly b.-j for j > 2, but we can in-

fer that they will be of the order of 1. Accordingly, we simpli-

fy:

1^ C<p) ai <f [ * + *-*, el + Zfl1
_ i* el * * ^5 ...J

We now introduce the relative error:

a* a
^ -(Pt'. (5.12)

where cp. is the truncated series used to represent the complete

imaginary part of <p ,
indicated by <p. .

In the case we based the stability calculation on a first-

order approximation, the estimated relative error is given by the

relation:

S« ss
-zeL C*.+'±-**?+*<*)

(5.12a)

Por a second-order approximation, the relative error's esti¬

mate is found to be:

<^. S
'*-** ° - *^+*£~)

(5.12b)

As the sums over e' converge slowly, a high number of terms

is necessary.
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Now we proceed to estimate the error in the calculated value

of a.

We suppose to have obtained an approximation, indicated by

a , using the truncated series <j). . Between these two quanti-

ties, the following power-law relationship holds:

* CO f; S (* + <Sfc) «Pi

The last term is obtained simply by substituting the defini-

tion of the relative error «Sa..
«Pi

This same relationship holds between the exact values a and

^:
<* oo fc

Further: £ = (a + &«) x

Finally, the relative error for a is estimated to be:

«f* S (a + S^) _ \

where: .x = 1/ X_ ,
for a first-order theory, and

x = 1/2 X, for a second-order theory.

Eventually, a 'corrected1 value for the criticai temperature

ratio a can be calculated using the relation:

« * /(A + 6xk) (5.13)
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6.. THE T H A C 0 S SYSTEM - NUMERICA!. RESULTS

The perturbation-type solution introduced in Chapter 5 has

been implemented by a system of FORTRAN programs, called the

THACOS (THerrao-ACoustic OScillations) system.

Some results obtained with this computing system have already

been included in the discussion of the zeroth-order solution, and

particularly the effect of a widening transition region on the

frequency has been treated (Chapter 3).

In the present Chapter, following a short, general introduc-

tion on the program system, the results obtained from calculations

at neutral stability points will be reported, including:

The criticai temperature ratio a and the corresponding

frequency parameter;

the longitudinal distributions of the acoustic pressure,

p ( x ), and the axial component of the velocity, u ( x );

the second-order, time-averaged axial energy flux,

Q_ ( x ), for the given temperature distributions.

The calculations have supposed that helium was used as wor¬

king gas. For the majority of cases, the 'inflection point1 in

the temperature distribution has been kept fixed in the middle of

the tube
. To study the effect that the different shapes for T ( x )

m

have on the oscillation form, the linear, sinusoidal and polyno-

mial functions, given in Section 3.1 and shown in Fig. 5.2, have

been employed to describe the temperature distribution; in most

cases, however, the sinusoidal shape has been assumed.
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6.1- THE THACOS SYSTEM

THACOS is a system of programs, oriented towards parametric

stability calculations, executed according to the expanded theory

introduced in Chapter 5.

Parametric is used here to mean that a computational configu-

ration is defined by a set of dimensionless parameters, considered

to be independent from one another. The principal limitation stem-

ming from the orientation towards stability calculations is that

the frequency is assumed to be purely real. However, several op¬

tional courses other than the pure stability calculation can be

called up by the user.

a) §eneralities

In THACOS, the program units have been widely subdivided and

the routines have been kept in as general a form as possible. How¬

ever, ali units are strongly linked, because the control parame¬

ters, the significant values and results are stored in several

common blocks, and these blocks are accessed by many units. Thus,

while no extraordinary effort has been deployed to minimize the

necessary memory space, this judicious use of workspace, combined

with the overlay structure of the system, allows THACOS to run on

40100 (octal) words on machines of the 6000 series from CDC.

We have also been conservative in the choice of the numerical

algorithms, and only a moderate optimization effort, with regard

to computing time, has been realized, mainly at the maintenance

level.

In the preceding three chapters, it has been shown that the

solutions are given by power series, whose coefficients have been

called expansion functions. These are defined recursively by de¬

finite integrals, and THACOS accordingly determines the expansion

functions with a Romberg quadrature routine (RMS), associated to

an interpolating function based on rational splines (C1F). An al¬

ternative way to obtain the expansion functions would be to write

their definitions as a system of differential equations and use
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an integration procedure on it. The adopted method appears to be

more time-efficient, as it exploits the strong degeneracy of such

a system. A secondary advantage resides in the generalization ma-

de possible by the use of the recursive notation. On the negative

side is the lower precision attained by the chosen approach for

the higher generations, because of the interpolation errors.

The transcendental equations for the frequency parameter and

the criticai temperature ratio are solved by a routine using an

iterative inverse interpolation, a method that exhibits quadratic

convergence.

b) Definition of a Configuration

The configuration for a stability limit search is defined by

four sets of values: the dimensionless parameters, the physical

quantities, the fluid properties data and the control parameters.

Ali input values can be selctively omitted, except those de-

fining the gas' characteristics. THACOS checks if the combination

received is meaningful (according to its criteria), then either

proceeds to define the blank parameters or rejects the request,

printing an error message.

For a given distribution function, a case is completely de¬

fined by the five parameters:

* *Xe 5 %z lo

The direct problem is: given <5
, £ and e'

,
search for ot

and A
.

As mentioned previously, it is possible to omit one, several

(or even ali) of these data, and complete the configuration's de¬

finition with the corresponding physical quantities from the set:

e, et a x,c t^ >io co

However, at least one temperature extreme must be prescribed

(normally T is expected) as it is to be employed as reference.
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The reference length, L ,
can on the contrary be let out: the

default value L = 1 m is then assumed.

Ali physical quantities are expected (and given in the output)

in SI units: accordingly, e.g. the kinematic viscosity v must

be expressed in m /sec.

The supplemental dimensionless parameters, like

\t é e a ...

are only computed by THACOS and are included in its results.

e) General_Structure_of_a_StabilitY_Calculation_Run

The program generates initial guesses, for a typical stabili-

ty calculation, for the values of a and A

Then, the frequency is determined using the exact equation

(up to the order chosen), but with ali the functions based on the

starting value for a
.

The computation of ot is the most expensive part, as for every

iteration step, a full complement of expansion functions must be

calculated by quadrature.

Finally, ^ is updated for the new value of the temperature

ratio.

To obtain a high-precision value for the stability limit, an

iteration would be necessary. But, as normally ^ is changed by

less than 1 % by the updating, it was decided to renounce this

costly correction of a
. However, a check on the precision with

which the stability equation is satisfied is executed in THACOS,

and a corrected value could be estimated at the end of the execu-

tion. Usually this leads to changes in the third or fourth digit:

accordingly it is much smaller than the error caused by the trun-

cation to a second-order sum of the series solutions (see Chapter

5).

Should the confidence in the second-order solution be higher,

so that such an error is deemed to be significant, then a further

and, according to our experience, definitive improvement, can be
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found by re-running the case, using the latest results as initial

values.

Once X and a are fixed, the pressure and the velocity di-

stributions are computed, as well as the axial energy flux.

Finally, ali results can be normalized using the pressure at

the closed end of the tube as a reference.

To allow for a rapid inspection of the results, several plots

can be requested (they are prepared by the routines PLAZY/PLDGM

for production on 35 itoti film).

A complete stability computation requires about 4 seconds of

computer time.
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6.2. INFLUENCE OF THE SHAPE AND THE STEEPNESS OF THE

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE STABILITO LIMIT

To investigate the variation of the frequency parameter X
,

and of the temperature ratio a versus the width 6 of the tran-

sition region, several series of configurations have been compu-

ted at the neutral stability limit; as working gas, helium was

used.

The computations have been executed using the THACOS system,

described in the preceding Section. As these programs implement

the solution for 'small' viscosity effects, as presented in Chap-

ter 5, only the 'lower branch1 (see e.g. II) of the stability

curve could be attained.

As previously remarked, the three shapes for the temperature

distribution (linear, sinusoidal and polynomial) have ali been

used to analyze the effect of the shape on the stability limit;

to study other influences, e.g. of the parameter K
,
the sinu¬

soidal approximation to T ( x ) has been adopted as the standard.

It can be generally stated that the temperature ratio at the

stability limit increases with a widening of the transition re¬

gion.

Fig. 6.1 shows this variation, plotted on a linear scale, for

moderate and large viscosity influences. Also shown are the curves

for the 'corrected1 values of a
,
obtained when the truncation

error's consequences are estimated according to the analysis pre¬

sented in Section 5.3.d. The excellent correspondence between

these corrected curves and the results reported in II, for the

simple configuration 6 = o, should be remarked.

The driving mechanism for the oscillations being a boundary

layer effect, its efficiency is increased with the higher values

of the viscosity parameter: thus, for e' = 0.1, the second-order

theory leads to a very fiat stability curve. The corrective pro¬

cedure, then, increases the rate of growth of a over <5
,
as it
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'senses* that the higher driving efficiency is partially compen-

sated by the higher viscous damping in the warm parts of the tube.

We could point out here that, with £ = 0.1, we are approa-

ching the boundary of the vaiidity domain for a second-order theo-

ry, as introduced in Chapter 5: in the warm region, the boundary

layer is already larger than half the tube radius.

Fig. 6.2 summarizes the results of stability computations

spanning three orders of magnitude in e
. The corrected values

of « are plotted only for the large e0s' as tne influence of

the truncation errors is very small in the other cases.

Data for the different temperature shapes are compared in

Fig. 6.3; only the cases for small ( e = 0.001) and large

( e = 0.1) viscosity are shown, as they are representative of

the overall situation.

If we look at the results for a fixed S
,

i.e. a Constant

value for the maximum of the temperature gradient, we see that

the linear shape leads to the lowest stability limit and the po-

lynomial function to the highest.

In general, it can be stated that functions, which (for a gi-

ven maximum gradient) spread the transition from T to T over
me jnn

a larger part of the tube, lead to higher values for the stabili¬

ty limit. Normally, such functions are those with a greater number

of higher derivatives, that are stili continuous at the joining

points 1
, 1 .

Accordingly, from the theoretical standpoint, jumps in T ( x )

or its derivatives are convenient for the excitation of oscilla-

tions, while a slowly, smoothly growing temperature allows more

space to the viscous forces to dampen out ali movement that could

be amplified into a standing oscillation.

The fact that the second-order theory predictions for the

different shapes are almost undistinguishable for e =0.1, can

be explained with the flatness of the stability curves and by re-

membering that the differences in the expansion functions - for

different x shapes - are more significant if a is large.

The traditional plot of a set of parametric curves displaying

a versus Y (Fig. 6.4) is now drawn taking 6 as parameter.
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Fig. 6.3J The temperature ratio at neutral stability for the

different temperature shapes; jJL =1
.

The broken lines

give the corrections accorcting to (5.13).
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£ is kept Constant throughout and is equal 1. As previously

stated, only the lower branch of the stability curve can be re-

produced by a second-order theory, and it is shown here. With in-

creasing & ,
the stability curves fan out, on the upper side of

the asymptotic line given by:

<*as °0 Yc

It remains to compare the influence of the location of the

inflection point.

It was found in II that, for 6 = 0, £ =1 represents the

'optimal' configuration, i.e. for this combination of parameters

the oscillations become excited most easily. The increase in the

necessary temperature ratio as £ leaves the vicinity of 1 soon

grows quite large.

Now, considering a finite transition region width, we are

substantially restricted in the choice of £ : or, the other way

around, extreme values of £ strongly limit the possible length

of the transition region. Therefore, e.g. for £ = 0.1, the effect

of a wide transition region on stability can no longer be discus-

sed, as this region is then at most moderately large. The results

for such a configuration would be very near those found for 6=0,

as a consequence of the general good behaviour of the stability

theory's solutions.

When configurations for £ = 1 are sampled (and this we have

done for ? =0.48 and 2.1), it is importent to use the parameter

which is best suited to characterize the transition width. This

is obviously, when results are compared for temperature distribu-

tions described by the same functions, the percentual width of

the transition region, compared to the total length, A
.

The second-order stability curves reproduced in Fig. 6.5 show

then that ? = 1 stili is the optimal configuration. The influence

of this parameter grows rather smaller for wider transition re-

gions: as we stated earlier, when the temperature change is rea-

lized over a significant part of the tube length, then the exact

location of the inflection point becomes correspondingly less sig¬

nificant.
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Fig. 6.4: The lower branch of the stability curve; 0. é- ò é 0.S0

5=1» sinusoidal temperature shape.' K gives the

asymptotic slope for 5=0 / Yt•*<».
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Fig. 6.5: Influence of the variation of ^ on the temperature

ratio at neutral stability; the temperature shape is

sinusoidal in ali cases.
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b) Tl}e_12rìY^22.L_2E2;£ie.2ì:

In ali the stability theories reported previously, the only

parameter descriptive of the temperature conditions had been the

ratio a : now, with the possibility to analyze configurations

for which the temperature changes over a finite length, a look at

the highest value of the temperature gradient yields some inte-

resting results.

As the Fig. 6.6 shows, this quantity, because of the increase

of a with A /
diminishes less rapidly than I/A

But more interesting is the observation that, for very exten-

ded transition regions, ali the curves level off, and at least in

the extreme cases of very small (i.e. inefficient driving mecha-

nism) and large (i.e. extensive damping) viscosity, the maximum

gradient actually increases again for A >70 %. Therefore, a lo-

wer bound for the driving gradient seems to exist, for each geo-

metrical configuration and each value of the viscosity parameter.

The parallelity of the curves corresponding to the different

shapes for t
, up to moderately long transition regions, is due

to the definition of A
.

The variation of the frequency parameter A
,
with increasing

width of the transition region is shown in Fig. 6.7. For ali con¬

figurations, the inflection point in the distribution of T ( x )

is in the middle of the tube ( £ = 1): accordingly, the curves

for A
, indicate here the variation of the circular frequency

itself.

Remarkable is the rapid increase of the frequency as the tran¬

sition region widens, for small and moderate values of the visco¬

sity parameter. In some cases, the configuration in which the tem¬

perature continuously changes over the whole length of the tube

has a frequency almost twice that of the corresponding case with

the jump in the temperature distribution.
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Percentual Transition Region Width A[y°]

Pig. 6.6: The driving gradient (i.e. the steepest one) for the

different temperature shapes and viscosities used; ali

curves have been obtained at the neutral stability.
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Pig. 6.7: Influence of a widening transition region on the
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the inviscid resonance frequency of the cold gas column.
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It has to be noted that these curves ali refer to stability

limits and therefore a also varies, according to the results dis-

cussed in the preceding Sections. For very small e
,
the changes

in X -. already discussed for the inviscid case, dominate over the

effects of the change of a .
The spread with e is smallest for

<5 = 0; it strongly increases for large values of 6 .

Only for large viscosity effects (e = 0.1) does the frequen-

cy fall significantly below the resonance frequency of the cold,

inviscid gas column. In this case, the growth with the temperatu¬

re spread is also weaker.

The trend of a growing frequency dependence for small visco¬

sity can be best explained as a consequence of the higher values

for a needed at neutral stability. As it was already mentioned

in Chapter 3, for the frequency, the warming up of the cold seg-

ment by the spreading transition dominates over the cooling effect

of the warm segment.

The effect of the different temperature shapes on the frequen¬

cy is shown in Fig. 6.8, for two sample cases of the viscosity

parameter.

From the common point at 6 = 0 for each value of e
,
the

three curves fan out; their behaviour can be summarized by the

statement: "the higher the spreading given by the shape of T
,

the higher the frequency will be at the stability limit".

Here it may be recalled that S is an expression for the maxi¬

mum of the temperature gradienti what the curves show is, there¬

fore, that for the same driving gradient the frequency increases

with the width of the transition region.

A clear demonstration of the transition width significance

is offered by the cross-plot A , versus Y in Fig. 6.9: with

increasing 6
,
the horizontal asymptote known from the 'jump'

analysis is left far behind.

The combined variation of 6 and £ has a substantially grea-

ter effect on % ,
than on a ; in Fig. 6.10, the frequency pa¬

rameter is plotted over the percentile width of the transition

region, in analogy with the arrangement of Fig. 6.5.
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Pig. 6.9: The frequency parameter at neutral stability (see
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Again, the different rates of growth following from the dif-

ferent values of e are recognizable: but especially remarkable

is the difference in the rates for the 'small viscosity' cases.

The trend for the curves for the different values of £ (0.48,

1.0, 2.1) demonstrates the uniformity induced by the presence of

large transition regions, independently from the location of the

inflection point.
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6.3. THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AND THE

AXIAL VELOCITY

The sample of profiles in the present Section and in the next

one attempts to illustrate to principal effects that the variation

of some parameters has on the shapes of the main, physically in-

teresting quantities.

As standard configuration we have adopted a 1-meter tube,

filled with helium gas. Inside the transition region, the tempera¬

ture distribution is described by the sinusoidal function. Further,

6 =1 and £ = 1/ i.e. the transition region extends over a

full third of the tube.

Generally, the influence of the viscosity is illustrated by

the comparison of the profiles for two values of eQ : e = 0.001

and e =0.1.
o

Against this standard, we will mainly vary the transition

width, but the forms obtained from shapes other than the sinusoi¬

dal one will also be shown.

The next diagrams show the distribution of

p, a ji.Cx = &). -o (x/&) (6.1)

where:

Slu. C«eX)/Ku(fteft)
,

0 é X é ?<

-V (x) * ^ .O + (OÈ, «. ,i> el
,

0 é è 6 \

ìTco*(;ms-*)Vco6(X08-O)
, ^X a

(6-2)

The complex quantities k
,
k are obtained using the ex-

pansion (25) of I, including, terms up to the second order, i.e.

2
terms xn e .
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Fig. 6.11 shows the pressure for the standard configuration,

in the cases of small and large viscosity influence. The shape

determined for the inviscid problem always dominates the distri¬

bution.

Both curves are representative of the general results: the

pressure rises steeply in the cold region (almost linearly) and

in the initial part of the transition region, where it is mainly

shaped by f
. Then, it rapidly levels off, remaining essentially

Constant in the hot regions of the tube. Only when the viscosity

effects are strong is the growth rate of the pressure shape redu-

ced.

Fig. 6.12 compares the pressure distributions obtained for

the different temperature shapes: in ali three configurations

1/S = 0.21. The differences reach 1.5 %, at most.

If we compare the same configurations, only in the case of

small viscosity (Fig. 6.13), the spreading of the transition re¬

gion from the linear to the sinusoidal to the polynomial shape is

revealed to have a clear effect on the distribution of the pressu¬

re, but this effect is limited to the cold side.

The pressure shape can be approximately described, especially

at the beginning of the transition region, by:

•oCS) £ .-o(^) S * + <SAcCot(*c).{ofe)

with the derivative:

oix "e se* e< t

Accordingly, the pressure gradient at the tube's entrance

should be higher if the temperature function is smooth, spread-

out: the polynomial shape indeed leads to the largest initial gra¬

dient, the linear shape, to the lowest one. This trend is also

apparent from Fig. 6.12: the strong viscosity influences, however,

reduce there the impact of the shape effects.
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0.4 0.6

Tube's Axial Coordinate x-

Pig. 6.11: The acoustic pressure up to the second order': the

shape is normalized to *U(A)=1. Por both curves "E=1 ,

$ =\ and the temperature transition is sinusoidal.
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Pig. 6.12: Influence of the temperature shape on the pressure

distribution. 1/S=0.21 for ali cases, § =1, £©=0.1.
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Pig. 6.13: Influence of the temperature shape on the pressure

distribution. The parameters of Pig. 6.12 are unchanged

but for e^lO"'5.
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A temperature shape with a step (i.e. ó = 0) leads to a pres¬

sure distribution with a discontinuity in its first derivative,

at the same location. The presence of a transition region - with

any r-shape, provided it is continuous - produces an unbroken

profile. Fig. 6.14 shows further that broad transition regions

induce a steeper pressure distribution near the tube's open end

(as predicted by the relation for the derivative given above), but

that the plateau is then approached more slowly.

k) Th^_Axial_Velocity_

The longitudinal velocity component, at r=0 (i.e. along the

tube's axis) is:

Ì: «,

l
. i-(fiL)1 f (6.3)

r4v run C O.

2 2
Remembering that p a =.const.=p a ,

and applying the usuai

normalization factor for \\> ,
we find the relations:

*.(-Jl-)lcot0O.L<f -fJUUJL ± (6.3a)

where: p, = p ( 1 ) .

The reference factor p,/p a depends only on the state of

the gas at the cold end and on the unknown pressure amplitude p

Once the distribution for p is known then, through the ratio

p ( !.. )/p ( L ), the velocity may be expressed as:

Lka«J S |tCa)
'

5^e pttWfe (6-3b)

This is the quantity plotted in the diagrams for the discus-

sion of the velocity.
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Pig. 6.14: The effect of a widening transition region on the

pressure shape. g=1 ,. £o=0.1; t shape: sinusoidal.
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When the oscillations occur in tubes of Constant average tem¬

perature, this quantity decreases steadily towards the closed end,

following a distribution described by a segment of a sine function.

If the boundary layer is thin, then the velocity shape for the

case of thermally-driven oscillations is very similar, even if the

temperature change along the tube (as expressed by the criticai

ratio a ) is very large. With increasing boundary layer thickness

eQ ,
the decrease of the velocity within the transition region

is slowed down and correspondingly the gradient in the hot segment

becomes steeper.

Eventually, when the boundary layer occupies a large part of

the tube cross-section, its growth (due to the greater viscosity

of the warm gas) restricts the effective section so much, that the

velocity climbs again to a relative maximum. This peak is located

towards the end of the transition region: past it, with the pressu¬

re having almost reached its plateau, the velocity falls off and

rapidly approaches zero (Fig. 6.15).

What is the importance of the assumed function for t ( £ ) in

determining the velocity distribution? To answer this question we

compare (Fig. 6.16) the results for Tlin( 5 = 0.5), x ( 6 1.)

and tpo;l ( ó = 2.), as we did for the pressure. The choice of

the high-viscosity case is justified by the distinctive occurrence

of the velocity peaks.

The linear shape, with its discontinuities in the first deri¬

vative, generates a velocity profile exhibiting discontinuities

of the same kind. Results originated by sinusoidal and polynomial

shapes agree extrenely well. Their main difference from the profile

obtained for the linear shape consists of the filling of the velo-

city 'valley' and of the rounding down of the subsequent peak.

The extremal points are almost at the same location: they both

tend to wander towards the cold region, as the underlining shape

becomes smoother and smoother.

If the value of e is kept Constant while the transition re¬

gion is broadened, then the location of the valley in the velocity

distribution moves rapidly away from the transition's centre, to¬

wards the cold end. On the other side, the peak follows a more
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g. 6.16: The velocity distributlon for the different temperature

shapes; the configurations are the same as for Fig. 6.12.
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intricate path. First, it is shifted towards the closed end, while

its height is decreased. Then, with the temperature change spread

over half the tube length, the direction of its motion is reversed;

it passes on the cold side of the transition region, while the ma¬

ximum again increases its value relative to the velocity at x = 0.

Finally, for very wide transition region, valley and peak al-

most merge, keeping the velocity roughly Constant over the first

half of the tube (Fig. 6.17).
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6.4. ENERGY FLUX CONSIDERATIONS

Rott, in III, has presented closed-form results for the time-

averaged, second-order heat flux through a cross section of the

tube. It is now possible to obtain numerical results showing in

detail the importance of the temperature gradient, the shape of

the heat flux distribution and the variation of the maximal flux

with the transition width. Unfortunately, the 'organ-pipe' theory

does not yield predictions for the amplitude of the pressure: as

a consequence, only dimensionless results can be reported here.

Equation (10) in III gives the energy flux

(6.4)

Qt s zìr 1 $LS TiU' aebt

as

L o z. zoo (J-t)O-tf) JJ vo*^

where:

with E.--^4tt ' S-tff*)'

(the suffix 1 referring to

«<c «. k fj£i the linear solution);

# = j_ £2~ «_l •* ^

and the tilde indicates the complex conjugate.
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If we use v ( x ) as defined at the beginning of Section 6.3a,

and we take from Section 6.3b:

P.CAÌ
n'A

J G iv(6)

we come to the following expression for the energy flux:

Q.M-fj^lMW /P,!.!-^ i < d* <**£* ][ (6.5a)

This relation is valid throughout the tube: per definition,

the second term in the square bracket is zero outside the transi-

tion region. The relative energy flux through the tube wall can

be expressed by the relation

*»"- -i-^-f* (6-6>

with •**-
sto- 5,oa/ \mm .*<")

(the minus sign in (6.6) is needed to have a positive outwards-

directed flux, in accordance with the frame-of-reference definition)

_*

Fig. 6.18 through 6.20 show how the shape of the q distri-

bution changes for a widening transition region. The cross-compa-

rison of these diagrams illustrates the behaviour of the energy

flux distribution at different values of the viscosity parameter.

Generally, it can first be stated that the heat flux values

within the transition region dominate the picture: relative to

the transport taking place herein, the flux in the cold segment is

virtually nought. The high pressure level of the warm segment

leads there to a significant energy transport in the direction to

the closed end.
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Within the transition region the flux is largely negative,

i.e. directed towards to cold end of the tube. There is a clear

maximum in the amplitude, whose position depends on the impor-

tance of the viscosity and on the extent of the transition region.

If the *stratification influence1 term - i.e. the second term

in the square bracket of (6.5a) - dominates the expression for

Q in the transition region, then:

a: co (|, t-', tv )

If the temperature changes rapidly, then the derivative of

x is the determining factor and the maximum is co-located with

the inflection point of x (Fig. 6.18, 6.19). In the case of lower

gradients, the influence of the x divisor shifts the maximum in

the first (cold) half of the transition region.

As Fig. 6.20 shows, the combination of thick boundary layers

and high gradients moves the maximum to the warm side of the tran¬

sition region: this fact is explained by the presence of the peak

in the velocity amplitude (see Fig. 6.15).

Fig. 6.21 illustrates the importance of the continuity in the

higher derivatives of x for the heat flux calculations. The linear

shapes generates a fully unrealistic distribution, with two jumps,

one each at the transition region's beginning and end. The polyno-

mial shape leads to a good profile for Q ; the sine function of-

fers only a continuity in the first derivative. In the centrai part

of the transition region, however, sine- and polynome-generated

distributions are in good agreement. (The difference in the peaks*

height is a direct consequence of the slight differences in the

values of the steepness parameter.)

The maximum values of the fluxes for the different configura-

tions have been extracted from the diagrams 6.18, 6.19, 6.20.

A clear trend appears (Fig. 6.22): the heat flux maximum grows

small with the widening of the transition region, but the rate of

3
decrease is reduced with increasing values for Y : when Y = 10

,

then the curve even shows a minimum.
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Comparison of Fig. 6.22 with Fig. 6.6 shows that here the gra-

dient alone no longer determines the heat transport: indeed clear

differences can be observed between the trend of the curves, e.g.

for Y^ = 14 and Y = 1414.
e e
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Appendix: PISTON DRIVEN OSCILLATIONS AN APPLICATION

OF THE METHOD OF SOLUTION

To introduce the possible application of the method to con-

figurations other than those of the self-excited thermo-acoustic

oscillations, we use it for the case of mechanically excited os-

cillations, and determine in particular the value of the acoustic

pressure at the piston.

We discuss the case of a tube with an open end at C = 0, the

driving piston being located at z, = 1. The temperature along the

tube is normalized through its value at t, = 0 to the shape t( £) .

We restrict this brief discussion to an inviscid flow, in order

to allow the computation of analytical results.

The pressure shape u' r3 ) uses the reference P(L) =P± r
whose

value is to be determined.

The boundary conditions are taken to be:

the simple open-end condition:

the harmonic excitation of the piston for the velocity,

at x = L:

ju. (è«0 = co.6

W ,
1 being the frequency and the amplitude of the

piston's oscillation.

u is the axial velocity component; it may be expressed as a

function of the pressure's derivative - e.g. we have from I:

Sl~**
'

dx

Making use of the shape functions, and in particular of (4.2a)

and 4.1), we obtain the relations:
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As the viscosity effects are to be neglected here, the last

relation simplifies to:

The boundary condition for the velocity u at 5 =1 yields an

expression for <j> (1) :

?f0« -

; su ftc. eoe
_

i s~ca< (1)
p-« A ji, 4

2
then, using a„ = yRT

o

and pm =const.:
3

e o me m

<f0) = -ìfr(J^)O.) (4.6)

At the same time, formally the series solution gives:

<fG) « <f. [< -
Z.(0Al + Z4(0A*- ...] (4.7)

Substituting (4.6) into (4.7), the Constant <j) is then de-

termined.

Once <i> is known, the problem is solved, as we supposed the

x shape as given and here A depends from the piston frequency

a>
. We may then express the pressure at the piston as:

Finally, the reference pressure is found:

6 <-Z^A"- »Z,WA'....
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This result, for the simple case of a Constant temperature

distribution - x = 1, assumes the familiar fonti:

For a linear temperature distribution, the pressure is given

by (see Table 3.2):

»-• l
ot-4

'

or, if a >> 1 :

O OC — 4

This last, strongly simplified result can also be used if A

is small (i.e. the frequency is well below resonance). Then, it

is possible to calculate its limit for the case a -» l, which

yields:

p.co * -ifciirr-A]-*

i.e., the leading term of the expansion for small A in the case

x = 1 is reproduced.

Reverting to the general case, we note that it is also possible

to treat problems with a boundary condition at x = 0 of the kind:

t) (<>) « -Oc gt 0

If the corresponding <J> is not known, then this inhomogeneous

boundary condition for u induces a second family of expansion

functions, just as in the inviscid case, and we arrive at the re¬

sult
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Should <i> be known, then the solution can be constructed with
o

only one family of functions, formally the same as for the homo-

geneous problem:

u - o0 + <fcAr [ *, _ AX*, + AVEt J

but with the modified originator: ^aJH(*-**/?»(Jsd&))-2s
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